Recently, the LHCb Collaboration observed two new bottom baryons, the Ξ b (6227) − and the Σ b (6097) ± , which arouses considerable interest in their inner structures. Stimulated by this, we re-examine the low-lying spectrum of the singly heavy baryons in the heavy quark-diquark picture. Our computation indicates that a linear Regge relation, which is derived from the rotating string model, is sufficient to describe the mass spectrum of all observed singly heavy baryons, predicting that the quantum numbers of the charmed baryons Σ c (2800) and the charm-strange baryon Ξ 
I. INTRODUCTION
The information from singly heavy (SH) baryon spectrum is quite helpful to deepen the understanding of nonperturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) as the heavy quark inside a baryon endows us with a 'flavor tag' to look further into the nature of the interquark forces [1] . This forms an analogy with the hydrogen-like atoms, in which the quantum states of the binding systems are labeled well by that of light degrees of freedom, and provides us with a good chance to further construct excited states of the bottom baryon family.
In 2018, the LHCb Collaboration observed two new bottom baryons, the Ξ b (6227) − in the Λ 0 b K − and Ξ 0 b π − invariant mass spectra [2] , and the Σ b (6097) ± , in the Λ 0 b π ± final states from pp collision [3] . The two baryons become the key states for establishing the excited bottom baryon family, in which the former are argued to be the strange partner of the latter in the P-wave state with J P = 3/2 − or 5/2 − [4-6]. It is important, therefore, to consider the charmed and bottom baryons in a interrelated way between two families so that one can reliably predict the quantum numbers of the newly discovered baryons and the some existing SH baryons in the charm sector, e.g., the Σ c (2800) and Ξ ′ c (2930), which were observed about a decades ago and whose quantum numbers are not established experimentally yet [7] [8] [9] . For the two charmed baryons, quark models predict their quantum number to be [10] [11] [12] [13] , 
The purpose of this work is to explore the low-lying spectrum of the SH baryons qqQ in a interrelated way specified by Regge-like relation that was derived from QCD string picture, and accommodate thereby the newly discovered the bottom baryons Ξ b (6227), the Σ b (6097) ± , as well as the charmed * Electronic address: jiadj@nwnu.edu.cn baryons Σ c (2800) and Ξ ′ c (2930). A picture of heavy quark and diquark consisting of the two light quarks was used and a inverse-mass scaling law is assumed for the spin-orbital coupling of the light diquark. The ensuing results of the present approach implies that the quantum numbers are J P = 3/2 − for all these four SH baryons. The results are discussed associated with the trajectory parameters and diquark mass differences scaling with the light quark masses. We emphasize that the advantage of using the Regge-like formula derived from the QCD string lies in its capability to handle the states with even larger L.
The paper is organized as follows. After the introduction, we show how the Regge-like mass relation can be employed to reveal the linear trajectory behaviors in the low-lying SH baryons in Sec. II, where the trajectory parameters are discussed. In sec. III, the S and P-wave mass splitting for the charmed baryons are computed, from which the masses of the P-wave charmed baryonic states are predicted and compared with other calculations, with preferred J P assignment given for Σ c (2800) and Ξ We begin with the following Regge-like relation [15, 22] , which is derived from the rotating string model (RSM) (see Appendix A),
This relation connects the shifted mass of a singly heavy baryon squared, M − M Q 2 , with its quantum number of orbital angular momentum L. Here, a stands for the tension of the string connected to the heavy quark with mass M Q at one end and the light diquark with mass m at the other, and M is the mass of the heavy baryon. In Eq. (2), the intercept depends on the diquark mass m and the non-relativistic kinematic en-
where m bareQ = 1.275 GeV and 4.18 GeV are the bare masses of the heavy charmed quark Q = c and bottom quark Q = b,
stands for the velocity of the heavy quark, which is conserved in the heavy quark limit.
The simplest way to understand Eq. (2) is to view it as an extension of the Selem-Wilczek relation [16] for the SH hadrons,
to the leading order, while it is finite at L = 0 and becomes
This is consistent with the prediction by the heavy quark symmetry for the ground state (L = 0) [17] as M Q is very close to the bare mass of the heavy quark Q when Q is heavy, as indicated by Eq. (A3) in Appendix A. Here, the m plays the role of the energy of the light brown muck in a baryon in the lowest states. We also note that the orbital angular momentum L here corresponds to the λ mode in the quark model [18, 19] . In the light of the rotating string model [16] , one can then view the heavy baryon mass M as the sum of the mass M Q of heavy quark at one end of the string and the string energy √ πaL + a 0 , with the light diquark tied to the other. We note that the full quantum treatment [20] of the QCD string provides merely an additional constant α(0) added to L as expected by the Regge trajectory of hadrons.
As will be seen in what follows, the mass of the diquark (qq) d in Eq. (2) varies when the strangeness and its spin involve. In a SH baryon with zero strangeness, the diquark can be either of scalar (spin= 0) or of vector (spin=1),
while in those with strangeness-one, it can be either of scalar (spin= 0) or axial vector (spin=1)
To confront the baryon mass data with Eq.(2), we list in Table I the observed masses of the heavy baryons Λ Q and the strange heavy baryons Ξ Q (Q = c, b), and in Table II that of the heavy baryons Σ Q and the strange heavy baryons Ξ ′ Q (Q = c, b). In both Tables, the observed spin-averaged masses for the whole SH baryon family are obtained with the weight 2J + 1(with J the angular momentum of the baryon), and are fitted by the relation (2) , in which the estimated mass can be rewritten, upon using Eq. (3), as,
In Table III and IV, the optimal trajectory parameters determined by Table I and Table II are listed for the charmed baryons Λ c and Ξ c , and for the baryons Σ c and charm-strange baryons Ξ ′ c , respectively, including the ensuing P-wave spinaveraged masses predicted by Eq. (6) . The comparisons with the quark model predictions [11] are also given in both of the tables. We note that since the determined values for the string tension a coincide almost between the Σ c (Ξ c ) and the Λ c (Ξ ′ c ), respectively, we set them to be same during the process of fitting. The resulted parameters are compared to that in the quark model [11] .
We also apply Eq.(2), with m standing for the masses of light(strange or non-strange) antiquarks, to the heavy-light (HL) mesons whose observed masses are listed in Table VI  and Table VII , and list, in Table VIII , the determined trajectory parameters, that is, the effective masses m q,s of light nonstrange quark and the strange quark, and the string tensions a, for the D/D s mesons and the B/B s mesons. The resulted parameters are compared to that in the quark model [23] for the HL mesons.
From Tables I, respectively . Furthermore, the following remarks are in order.
(1) The mass differences between the SH baryons Σ c and Λ c are roughly equal to that between the diquarks (of scalar or vector type) contained in them, 
The effective masses (GeV) of heavy quarks and scalar-diquarks, and the tension (GeV 2 ) determined via mapping the spin-averaged masses of the Λ c and the Ξ c in Table I . Here, the RMS error χ RMS = 0.001. The comparison with that by quark model is given. The effective masses (GeV) of heavy quarks and vector-diquarks, and the tension (GeV 2 ) determined via mapping the spinaveraged masses of the Σ c and the Ξ ′ c in Table II . Here, the RMS error χ RMS = 0.001. The comparison with that by quark model is given. The optimal values of the masses (GeV) of quarks and diquarks, and the tension (GeV 2 ) determined via mapping the spin-averaged masses of the Λ b and the Ξ b in Table I and Table II . Here, the RMS error χ RMS = 0.001. The comparison with that by quark model is given. (7) 2427 (40) 2423. 
This imposes a constraint on the masses of the vector diquark which are crucial for predicting, through Eq. (2), the spinaveraged masses of the P-wave excitations of the baryons Σ c and Ξ ′ c . The latter are less established experimentally, as shown in Table II. (2) The mass values for the heavy quark and light diquarks in our approach are in consistent with that in the relativistic quark model. The mapped string tension a increase about 0.04 GeV 2 when the flavor of the diquark changes fromto qs.
(3) Once determined, the diquark masses of both types can be applied to explore the Regge behaviors in the bottom partner of the charmed baryons, for which the less data are available experimentally.
(4) The small rising of the string tension a for the strange mesons compared to that for the nonstrange mesons can be mainly due to the finite mass effects of heavy quark at higher order relative to the moderate masses of the strange quark. These finite mass effects of higher-order has been ignored in Eq. (2) where the heavy-light limit of quark masses has been taken when deriving it (see Appendix A).
III. INCLUDING MASS SPLITTINGS FOR P-WAVE EXCITATIONS
To estimate the mass splitting in the P-wave excitation of the Σ c and Ξ ′ c baryons, we consider the spin-dependent interaction written generally as [11, 25] 
with
where the first two terms are that for spin-orbit interactions, the third is a tensor interaction, and the last describes hyperfine the splitting between the heavy quark with spin S Q and the diquark with spin S d . As in Ref. [25] , when the heavyquark mass M Q goes to infinity (the heavy quark limit) one can classify the spin multiples of the baryons by the wavefunction of the light diquark and compute the mass splitting via Eq. (9) assuming the first term (a 1 -term) is larger than the others. This is analogous to hydrogen-like atoms in that they can be described by the wave-function of the valence electron. For the baryon Λ Q with an scalar diquark with S d = 0, the total quark spin S = 1/2 necessarily, and one has, coupling S to the orbital angular momentum L = 1, two states of J P = 1/2 − and J P = 3/2 − , as shown in Table I for the candidates of these states in charm sectors [7] : Λ c (2595) + and Λ c (2625) + .
This can be written as
2 in the notation of symmetry group, where the notations ⊗ and ⊕ stand for the coupling (adding of the angular momentum in the standard terminology) and the juxtaposition of the angular momentum shown.
For the baryon Σ Q with diquark spin S d = 1, the total quark spin S = 1/2 ′ or 3/2, one can has, coupling to the orbital angular momentum L = 1, five allowed states of J = 1/2 ′ ,3/2 ′ ,1/2,3/2 and 5/2 with negative parity. Written symbolically, it is
The current candidates of these P-wave baryons are Σ c (2800) 0,+,++ in the non-strange sector and Ξ c (2930) 0,+ in the strange sector, whose spin and parity have not been determined yet [7] . The quark model assignments in Ref. [11] are given in Eq. (1) and also shown in Table II , with the question marks indicating that both of the assignments are possible due to the overlapping in mass.
A normal scheme (the L-S coupling) of computing the mass splitting by Eq. (9) is that the spin S d of the diquark couples to the heavy quark spin S Q first and then to the orbital angular momentum L of the system, as shown in Eq. (10) 
In the L-S basis, the two J = 1/2 states and the two J = 3/2 states are usually mixed unless a 1 = a 2 . They are eigenstates of 2 × 2 matrices M J given in the basis { 2 P J , 4 P J }. Using the 1P-wave-functions of the quark-diquark systems in the rep. of |L z , S Qz , S dz , these matrices can be evaluated and given by (Appendix B)
They have the eigenvalues −1, −2 for J = 1/2 and the eigenvalues ±1 for J = 3/2. One can also choose the alternative scheme (the j-j coupling) in which the diquark spin S d couples to L first and then to the conserved spin S Q of the heavy quark, written as
When M Q is very large, much larger than the mass of the diquark m d , the interactions other than the L · S d term in Eq. (9) are suppressed by 1/M Q , and one can compute the mass splitting in a basis where L · S d is diagonal, with the other interaction terms treated perturbatively. Notice that Table IX.   TABLE IX: The matrix elements of the baryon states for the mass splitting operators in the j-j coupling.
(3/2, 1) This yields the spin splitting masses in terms of three parameters (a 1 , a 2 + c, b),
One additional constraint stems from the vanishing of these splittings as a sum:
Following Ref. [25, 26] , one can calculate the parameter a 1 by assuming the following scaling for the coupling strength a 1 of the L · S d interaction in Eq. (9), which relates the parameter a 1 for the heavy baryon Qqq(q = u or d) and that for the strange heavy mesons Qs with effective strange quark mass m s ,
The results are (9) with the role of the diquarkreplaced by that of the strange quark s (see [25] for details). As for the parameter a 2 for the SH baryons, it can be evaluated simply from the mass differences between the baryons Λ c and Ξ c with the spin-0 diquark,
We observed that they are smaller than the corresponding values of the spin-orbital coupling a 1 by factors of about 3/5 and 1/2, respectively. Putting all together and ignoring the spin-spin c-term which is tiny in the P-wave, one can obtain the mass splitting
for the baryon Σ ++ c , and
for the baryon Ξ ′0 c , which are plotted against b in FIG. 1 and  FIG. 2 , respectively. In the heavy quark limit, the strength a 2 of the spin-orbital force(∼ L · S Q ) and b of the tensor force are suppressed by Λ QCD /M Q (=0.3GeV/1.44GeV≃ 1/5 for Q = c in this work) due to the smaller color-magnetic momentum of the heavy quark. This suppression becomes weak when the quark Q is finitely heavy, like the charm quark. Without loss of the generality, we assume that b is of the same order as a 2 (note that a 2 is quadruple of b in the quark model [27] of the heavy-light mesons in the heavy quark limit) and thereby is suppressed, compared to the a 1 term in Eq. (9), by the factor 3/5 as indicated before Eq. (18) . For the range of b, one estimates then (by comparing the estimate of a 2 )
respectively. A typical value of b can be given explicitly by
in the case of the singly charmed baryons.
We predict five states of P-wave of Σ c and Ξ ′ c by setting b = 8MeV, leading to the results collected in Table X . One can check readily that alternative choices of the J P assignments other than J P = 3/2 − for the Σ c (2800) and Ξ c (2930) result in abnormal values of b in the sense of Eq. (28). 
IV. PARTNERS IN SINGLY BOTTOM BARYONS
One can apply the same strategy to the SH baryons in bottom sector [28, 29] by assuming a 1 for the heavy mesons Qs are equal (=89.4MeV) for Q = c and Q = b [25] . This can be due to that the spin-orbital coupling of the diquark depends on M Q mainly through the recoil of the heavy quark Q and thereby depends on the reduced mass m d /(1 + m d /M Q ), whose dependence upon M Q is weak. Similar to the charmed sector in Sect. III, one can apply the same scaling relation (17) and estimate a 1 for the P-wave bottom baryons,
745MeV 89.4MeV = 39.4MeV,
where the mass m d = 745MeV(869MeV) of the vector diquark {qq}({qs}) is taken from the fifth row of Table V. For the P-wave states of the Σ b and Ξ ′ b , the parameter a 2 can be estimated by the mass differences between the 3/2 − state and the 1/2 − state
in which the evaluation in the first line stems from Table I and that in the second line from the quark model prediction [11] :
MeV=10MeV. Note that they are smaller than a 1 by factor of 1/6 roughly.
From Eqs. (11)- (15) it follows that the mass splittings for the 1P-wave bottom baryons are
for the baryon Σ b , and
for the baryon Ξ ′ b . Assuming b to be of the same order with a 2 which is suppressed by 1/6 compared to the spin-orbital force in Eq. (9) . Hence, one can estimate for the range of b,
This enables us to plot the masses of the Σ b and Ξ ′ b against b in FIG.3 and FIG.4 in the range given above, respectively. For simplicity, we choose b=(Λ QCD /M b )a 1 ≃ (0.3/4.48)· 36MeV ≃ 2.4MeV for its typical value, and predict the P-wave masses of the two singly bottom baryons, as collected in Table We observed from FIG. 3 and FIG. 4 that the suppression of b due to the heavy quark mass is stronger by factor of 1/4 in the bottom sector than in the charmed baryons. One can also see that the mass splittings are smaller in the bottom baryons than in the charmed baryons, by a amount of 20MeV roughly. Regarding the predictions in FIG. 1 through FIG.4 , Tables X and XI, one can make the following remarks:
(1) There are five P-wave states (J, j) generally for the SH baryons, which are classified by the total spin J = (1/2, 3/2, 5/2) and the total angular momentum of the light diquark j = (0, 1, 2). The mass difference between the states (5/2, j) and (3/2, j), and between (3/2, j) and (1/2, j) are suppressed by Λ QCD /M Q which tend to vanish in the heavy quark limit as they differ only in the flip of heavy quark spin S Q .
(2) Without fixing b = 8MeV(2.4MeV) for the charmed (bottom) baryons, the mass splitting in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 still indicates that there are five different states, with the minimal level spacing of about 20MeV(5MeV) for the singly charmed(bottom) baryons, which is set by the coupling b.
(3) The state mixing may be possible between the states (5/2, j) and (3/2, j) when the first interaction term in Eq. (9) is not dominate compared to other terms, especially for the charmed baryons Λ c and Ξ c with j = 2. For this reason, we use the notation (1P, J P ) h,l to label the states though we did not consider the mixing in this work.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
Recently, the LHCb Collaboration discovered, one after another, two new bottom baryon states, the Ξ b (6227)
− by studying its final states of the Λ Table I , to the Σ c,b and Ξ ′ c,b , which has less spectroscopic information (see Table II ). It is illustrated that a linear Regge behavior remains to be valid to describe the (spin-averaged) spectrum of the SH baryons, and the Σ c (2800) and Ξ 
(2) When estimating the 1P-wave mass splitting as a function of one unknown parameter b describing the tensor force, the exact heavy quark symmetry of the systems is used. Taking into account the 1/M Q corrections may mix the states (5/2, j) and (3/2, j), as well as the states (3/2, j) and (1/2, j). However, the conclusion that the quantum number of the Σ c (2800) and Ξ c (2930) is 3/2 − is general. (3) Applying the same analysis to the partners in the bottom sector enables us to predict that the Σ b (6097) is likely to be the mixed state of Σ b (6058) and Σ b (6125) as they can be degenerate for J P = 3/2 − . The method here can in principle be used to estimate the higher orbital excited states of Σ c,b and Ξ ′ c,b baryons. We suggest LHCb and BelleII to test our predictions in Table X and  XI. Besides decoding the inner structure for the Σ c (2800), Ξ c (2930), Σ b (6097) − and Ξ ′ b (6227) − , we also predict the existence of their spin multiples as listed in Table X and Table XI . Surely, these results are helpful to find more excited heavy baryons in a future experiment like the LHCb. We also believe that the interaction of these studies with the running of the LHCb in Run II will gradually construct the whole family of the low-lying SH baryons, and more attention will be paid to these issue of interest in the near future. For the orbitally excitations, the classical energy and orbital angular momentum for the rotating QCD string read [16, 31, 32] 
where m Q and m are the masses of the heavy quark Q and light diquarks d and v i = ωr i (i = Q, d) the velocity of the string end tied to the quark i = Q, d. It is known that the Selem-Wilczek relation (4) follows from upon the (m i ω/a)-expansion of (A1) and (A2) [16] . Following [22] , we define the effective (dynamical) masses of the heavy quark and the light diquark in the CM frame of the baryon by
to rewrite (A1) and (A2) as
in which the last term in (A4) is the contribution to the orbital angular momentum due to the string rotating. In the limits of heavy quark (m Q ≫ 1) and vanishing mass of the light diquark, m → 0 (and m/ 1 − v 2 d → 0), one can take v Q → 0 and v d → 0 so that E − M Q = πa/(2ω) and L = πa/(4ω 2 ), which yields the Regge trajectory for the heavy-light quark bounding system
where a quantum correction L 0 has been added based on a quantized theory of relativistic string [33] [34] [35] . The boundary condition of string at ends with heavy quark gives
or 
APPENDIX B
For the heavy quark-diquark systems, the matrix elements of L · S i can be calculated by explicit construction of the baryon states with a given J 3 as linear combinations of the states |S d3 , S Q3 , L 3 with S d3 + S Q3 + L 3 = J 3 . Due to the rotation invariance of the matrix elements, it suffices to use a single J 3 for each and, one can use
to find their elements by applying L · S i on the third components of angular momenta. In the rep. of |L z , S Qz , S dz these component are given by the following basis states [30] |1 2 P 1/2 , J z = 1/2 =
